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included dates as the Liudolfing tree does. A timeline of major events during the lifetimes of Mathilda and Adelheid would have been a helpful addition. The first and third appendices will appeal to both scholars and students. The first offers excerpts from Widukind of Corvey’s *Res Gestae* concerning Mathilda which allow for comparison to the *Lives*. Appendix Three offers a fascinating discussion of the *vestigia deosculari* or kissing footprints; Mathilda kissed the footprints of her son Otto I. Because of its detail the second appendix on the *Stirps Widukindi*, which traces Mathilda’s relation to her famous ancestor Widukind of Saxony, will mainly interest specialists.

The endnotes are quite useful, often clarifying the texts and providing ample reference to other works. In the interests of the non-specialist, Gilsdorf cites the English translations of primary works, when they are available. For the specialist, however, Gilsdorf supplies plenty of references to non-English primary and secondary works to aid in further research. The volume contains a few errors. Concerning note 53 on page 177, Luitburg was not the abbess of Wendhausen, but a recluse attached to that convent. In note 66 on page 164 concerning the historical activities of women, it should be Elisabeth van Houts, not Emily, and one wonders why Gilsdorf has cited this article rather than her more recent, important monograph *Memory and Gender in Medieval Europe 900–1200* (Basingstoke, 1999). On page 142, the chapter numbers of the *Epitaph of Adelheid* skip from 21 to 23. Inconsistency in the possessive of abbess on pages 92 and 93 (“abbess” and “abbess’s”) is distracting.

The translations of the *Lives* of Mathilda and the *Epitaph of Adelheid* alone make *Queenship and Sanctity* worth reading, and specialists will find it a valuable reference. The introduction, appendices, and notes make it highly suitable for a course on medieval or religious history; one could also teach these texts usefully in a course on women or gender. Indeed, the lucidity and liveliness of the translations recommend them for both classroom and independent undergraduate research. In sum, I recommend Gilsdorf’s *Queenship and Sanctity* to scholar and non-specialist alike.

*Valerie L. Garver*


While researching the history of Methodism, Randy Sparks stumbled upon a small collection of letters written in the late eighteenth century by two enslaved Africans from Old Calabar (on the eastern coast of modern-day Nigeria). He first discussed this “chance discovery” in the *William and Mary*
Quarterly} in 2002; he has now expanded that article into this small volume (2). Despite the truncated voices of their authors, Little Ephraim Robin John and Ancona Robin Robin John, these letters provide Sparks the raw material out of which he fashions an emblematic story of the creolized Atlantic World.

And it is certainly an intriguing story: as escalating tensions between two slave-trading communities in Old Calabar threatened the area’s supply of chattel, the captains of five English slavers conspired with their New Town allies to ambush a delegation of Old Town rivals. As a result of this bloody massacre in 1767, survivors of the attack were taken captive, destined to be sold into slavery themselves. These included two members of Old Town’s ruling family, Sparks’s titular “princes,” who endured the Middle Passage before being sold together as slaves in the West Indies. They soon escaped, only to be betrayed and sold back into slavery, this time in Virginia to a merchant who made them sailors. Five years later they escaped again, this time to Bristol where, nearly betrayed once more, they gained their freedom. With the support of Bristol’s Methodists, the Robin Johns finally returned to Old Calabar in 1774. Involving both the tragic basis of the African dispersal—the transatlantic slave trade—and a Black Atlantic seascape now freighted with undeniable significance, the ordeal of the Robin Johns thus invites careful consideration. As Sparks puts it, their story “opens a window onto the creolized trading communities along the coast [of West Africa] and the regular movement of goods, people, and ideas around the Atlantic World” (9).

In the course of six chapters, Two Princes of Calabar draws together a number of historical threads to support Sparks’s contention that the Robin Johns’ “story, written in their own hand, survives as an early, and as yet virtually unknown, firsthand account of an Atlantic slave experience with important implications for the history of the slave trade, slaves’ relentless quest for freedom, the early British antislavery movement, and the role of enslaved Africans in the creation of the early Atlantic World” (1–2). His first two chapters, then, provide the context necessary to situate the ordeal of the Robin Johns within this momentous era. In the first, he focuses on the 1767 massacre, which not only launched the two princes’ travails, but also ended Old Town’s dominance of the local slave trade. After detailing the ambush itself and describing its immediate causes, he takes a longer view in the second chapter of the historical forces that motivated the massacre, sketching the emergence of Old Calabar in the sixteenth century and its transformation in the eighteenth as the transatlantic slave trade grew to dominate the region economically, socially, and culturally. In the third chapter, Sparks begins to deal directly with the experiences of the enslaved Robin Johns; here Sparks considers their experiences during the Middle Passage and as slaves in
Dominica and Virginia, proposing that, as creolized members of Old Calabar’s slave-trading elite, the Robin Johns were able “to negotiate their enslavement in ways that other captives could not” (73). In the fourth chapter, Sparks recounts the Robin Johns’ successful efforts, after landing in Bristol, to use their contacts among English slave-traders (who “had formed close personal relationships with their Efik counterparts in Old Calabar”) to free themselves (92–93). Sparks’s fifth chapter discusses the relationship that developed between the newly freed Robin Johns and Methodist leaders John and Charles Wesley, while the sixth chapter recounts their eventual return to Old Calabar (and to slave-trading, most likely), before concluding with a brief description of growing antislavery activity in England late in the eighteenth century—activity partially spurred by renewed interest in the massacre at Old Calabar as evidence of the trade’s evils.

Relying heavily on the work of Ira Berlin and Paul Gilroy for its conceptual framework, The Two Princes of Calabar concerns itself most with recovering the princes’ exceptional story to “provide a microhistory of the eighteenth-century Anglo-Atlantic World” (3). Sparks thus plots the princes’ story with a series of historical convergences, set in multiple sites, which enriches it appreciably. In this respect, his final chapters work particularly well. With the Robin Johns’ arrival in Bristol, Sparks explains the importance of Bristol as both slave port and hotbed of English Methodism. With their attempts to enlist the support of Chief Justice Lord Mansfield, whose ruling in the Somerset case of 1772 limited the ability of slaveowners to remove their slaves from England, he finds the Robin Johns a place in the country’s growing concerns over the legal status of slavery. With their eventual return to Old Calabar, he considers their possible influence on the arrival of the first Christian missionaries in the area. In the wake of their departure, he establishes the importance of their story, particularly its origin in the 1767 massacre, to the antislavery activity that grew stronger at the end of the century. Drawing from a wide range of primary sources to supplement the Robin Johns’ letters, Sparks ably spins a web of connections around their experiences that gives their story real historical heft. Written in a manner certain to appeal to a wide readership, this is the book’s greatest strength.

For this reason, The Two Princes of Calabar serves as a useful work of historical recovery; as a contribution to life writing, however, the book will inevitably frustrate readers expecting the two African princes to be agents at the center of their own narrative, rather than the instruments motivating a history that ultimately overshadows them. Although Sparks insists that they “offer one opportunity . . . to restore the voices of two of the individuals who survived the Middle Passage, the journey from the west coast of Africa to the
Americas,” the Robin Johns frequently disappear in the departures Sparks takes to provide his “microhistory” (5). The structure of the book certainly betrays this weakness: the Robin Johns do not really appear in the first two chapters, which comprise nearly half of the book, and they exit the narrative before Sparks concludes with his discussion of English abolitionism. This imbalance undoubtedly results from the basic challenge Sparks faces—namely, extrapolating full “voices” from a collection of letters that speak so little—but even in the chapters dealing directly with the Robin Johns’ odyssey, Sparks tends to use their own words as transparent documents of their experiences, not as expressions of the princes’ evolving self-consciousness, or as instances of performative self-presentation. After citing Gilroy, Sparks reiterates finally that “[t]he princely Little Ephraim and the free-spirited Ancona help counter the tendency to reduce Africans who suffered the horrors of the slave trade to commodities and numbers,” but his book ultimately denies these Africans the centrality Gilroy’s own reconsideration of modernity demands (146). Recovering a history without recovering the Robin Johns’ lives, Sparks never really affords them the depth he promises. While this failing does not completely undermine The Two Princes of Calabar, it must certainly qualify it.
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Julie F. Codell’s book on artists’ lifewritings in Victorian Britain is deeply researched and far-reaching in its theoretical implications. Codell’s monograph addresses a wide variety of genres and materials: artists’ autobiographies; biographies about artists compiled from letters and photographs by their families; popular biographical primers aimed at the burgeoning late nineteenth-century student market; serial and collective biographies that treated artists’ lives as variations upon generic themes; Victorian aesthetic